HISTORY FINAL TEST REVIEW

Types of questions:
- Matching
- Multiple choice
- Short answer
- Identification (with word bank)

Type of Information to Study:

Greece:
- Key terms
- Geography
- Minoans/Mycenaeans (difference between)
- Macedonia (location, leader)
- The 12 Olympian gods/goddesses (the basics: domain, symbol…)
  - + oracle at Delphi
  - Heroes
- The 10 famous people from the symposium (what they are known for, field, influence)
- Persia (Darius and Xerxes)
- Famous wars/battles: (who against, results, famous why?)
  - Peloponnesian
  - Troy
  - Marathon
  - Thermopylae
- Polis distinctives
- Sparta v. Athens
- Democracy (person who started in, place, type, how it worked)
  - Assembly (including some Greek terms)
- Greek language influence and terms (agora, ekklesia, bema, boule, pynx)
- Fall of Greece

Rome:
- Geography
- Legend of beginnings (people, story, including Virgil and the Aenead)
- Government (early, tripartite, dictators, keys to success)
- Punic wars/Carthage
- Patrician v Plebian
- People (including what they did/why they are remembered/significance):
  - Cincinnatus
  - Gracchus brothers
  - Marius and Sulla
  - Spartacus
  - Cicero
- Julius Caesar (who he was, what he was like, his story incl. friends/betrayals etc)
- Forum
- Rubicon River
- 12 Tables